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Proposed Recommendation from Staff
• Dedicated, sustained funding is necessary to accomplish nationally significant , • Dedicated, sustained funding is necessary to accomplish nationally significant , 

long-term Gulf ecosystem restoration. Congress should direct 80 percent of civil 

and criminal Clean Water Act penalties to this work, which would support 

implementation of a region-wide comprehensive plan (described in next slide).

• Global settlement of litigation should include Supplemental Environmental 

Projects, criminal restitution and community service projects that direct 

payments to the Gulf. 

• Should Clean Water Act penalties not be redirected toward Gulf ecosystem 

restoration, Congress should seek other mechanisms outside the appropriations 

process. 



Proposed Options for Discussion from Staff
• Congress should establish a joint state-federal Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration 

Council. The Council should implement a comprehensive plan for the region that 

is compatible with existing state plans. The comprehensive plan should set short-

and long-term restoration goals with binding criteria for selecting projects eligible 

for funding. 

• Key criteria should include spill impacts; degree of restoration need; and 

opportunities to build ecosystem resilience. opportunities to build ecosystem resilience. 

OR

• Congress should establish a joint state-federal Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration 

Council that is responsible for allocating funding based on at least three criteria: 

national significance;  the extent to which federal policy directly contributed to 

the environmental problem; and compatibility with state comprehensive plans.   

• These criteria should form the basis of a comprehensive regional plan, which 

should set short- and long-term restoration goals.



Proposed Recommendation from Staff

• Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Council priorities and decisions • Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Council priorities and decisions 

should be informed by meaningful input from a Citizens Advisory 

Council that represents the diverse stakeholder interests in the Gulf.

• The federal government should establish and fund a Gulf 

Restoration Science Program that dedicates resources to research 

Gulf ecology. 

• A project-focused Review Panel should evaluate individual projects 

for scientific validity and consistency with the comprehensive plan. 
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Proposed Recommendation from Staff

Long-term monitoring of potential harm to Gulf seafloor habitats, Long-term monitoring of potential harm to Gulf seafloor habitats, 

the water column, and valued species—bluefin tuna, shrimp, and 

many others—is critical to successful restoration.
• Coastal and Marine Spatial Planning can optimize marine resources use and lessen 

conflict among users. It now has the backing of a Presidential Executive Order. Congress 

should fully appropriate FY 2011 White House request to fund regional planning bodies. 

• Marine Protected Areas should be considered as possible “mitigation banks” to help 

offset harm to the marine environment; should be aggressively vetted in public. Also:

o National Marine Sanctuaries pass through a rigorous 

public process and provide protection across a number of 

metrics. Current budget restrictions should be reconsidered 

to allow proposals for new sanctuaries.



Proposed Recommendation from Staff

Marine scientists have emerged from the Deepwater Horizon Marine scientists have emerged from the Deepwater Horizon 

incident with more precise questions to investigate and a better 

sense of Gulf monitoring needs.  To that end:

• Responsible federal agencies should direct industry and the scientific community to 

expand the Gulf of Mexico Integrated Ocean Observing System by installing and 

maintaining an in situ network of instruments deployed on selected production platforms.
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